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A criticalassessment cfthe culturalfactors involved in the
phenomenon ofhonorkillingintheMiddleEastwillbediscussed
intbispaper: 7hroufftsocialamsruaionismandhegemonicdisaxose
thefollowing issueswillbeaddressed·First, theroleeach cultural
factor(gossip, scandal, andshame)plays in legitimizingand
perpetratingtheviolenceofhonorkilling. Second, unravelthe
mysteryastobot»theseculturalfactors becameanintegralpartof
thesocialcontrolapparatusaimedatcantrollinganddominating
women. Third, understandtheambivalentnaturecharaaerizing
theroleofagents cfsoaalcontrol, includingthestate, thecriminal
justicesystemandthecommunity indealing7.Vithhonorkillin&

What Is Honor Killing?

Honor killing is a form of gender based violence perpetrated by a
male family member, usually a brother or a father, against a female
family member believed to have dishonored the family by engaging
in immoral and unacceptable forms of sexual behavior (Baker,
Gregware, & Cassidy, 1999; Ruggi, 1998; Glazer & Abu Ras, 1994;
Kressel, 1981; Ginat, 1979). Family is the foundation of Middle
Eastern society, which tends to be patriarchal, patrilineal and patrilocal
in orientation (Ruggi, 1998). The status of the family is linked to its
honor, which is the responsibility of female family members, especially
daughters and wives (Ruggi, 1998). Women who are victims of rape
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and incest, usually perpetrated by a male family member, fall victim
to this form of family aggression because it is believed that they have
brought shame to the family. This leads us to raise the following
question: How did these cultural factors evolve to be an integral part
of the social control apparatus aimed at controlling, dominating and
eventually killing women inthe Middle East? It is imperative to address
the historical roots of honor killing before addressing the cultural
complexities of the social control apparatus of the phenomenon of

honor killing.

According to SharifKanaana, a professor of Anthropology at Birzeit
University, honor killing emerged in the pre-Islamic era (Ruggi, 1998,
p.2). Professor Kanaana believes that honor killing reflects the
patriarchal and patrilineal orientation of Middle Eastern society aimed
at creating a system of social control designed to protect important
familial power structures including reproductive powers. He contends
that honor killing isnot aimed at controllingwomen's sexual behavior;
rather, it is aimed at protecting an important familial power structure,
reproductive power (Ruggi, 1998). Shadia Sarraj of the Women's
Empowerment Project at the Gaza Community Mental Health
Project, further states that this code of honor is centered on the idea
of a woman's virginity (Ruggi, 1998). A women's ard (ard in Arabic
translates to honor in English) is a "commodity" that should be
protected by the family and the community. Therefore, externally
the women's behavior and dress code should be guarded and internally
her hymen should be intact (Ruggi,1998). To understand this complex
code of honor one has to focusthe analysis on the early Middle
Eastern culture, specifically the pre-Islamic era.

Historical Roots of Honor Killing

Early pastoral societies of the Middle East were centered on the power
and the privilege of the family that is linked to its chances and
opportunity to access important contested societal resources. The
communities were loosely organized and the absence of a centralized
system of state controlled to the creation of a cultural ideology
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maintained and enforced by the family and aimed at protecting
its resources and improving its chances to access more resources.
Therefore, the more resources the family owns, the higher the status
it has among the community. Common cultural practices existed in
early pastoral societies of the Middle East including giving complete
power and authority to the adult malesinthe family to make important
political and economic decisions. Further, in an effort to keep
resources within the family, inheritances were passed down to the
male lineage in the family and women were not allowed to inherit any
property because they will pass it on to another family once they
were married. However, as long as they remain single, women are
considered an important commodity in the family. It is essential to
keep single, and even married women, virginal and pure because of
their reproductive function in the family. Women were endowed with
the responsibility of bearing and raising healthy, strong male children
for the family (Ruggi, 1998;Kressel, 1981; Schneider, 1971).

Honor killing continues to exist in the modern Middle East despite
the influences of colonialization and industrialization. This cultural
practice is not associated with Islam in form. To link honor killing to
Islam, or any religion of the Middle East, will only manage to
undermine the ideological complexities of gender dynamics in the
Middle East which are characterized by patriarchy and patrilineal
orientation. Ginat (1979) perceived honor killing to be linked to
Islam, specifically to the Koran. However, other experts perceive the
phenomenon of-honor killing to be a complex social phenomenon
closely related to the patriarchal system aimed at controlling and
dominating women of the Middle East (Baker, Gregware, & Cassidy,
1999). In general, experts on honor killing tend to agree with the fact
that family honor is linked to the sex organs of daughters and wives
(Baker, Gregware, & Cassidy, 1999; Kressel, 1981; Ginat, 1979;
Schneider, 1971).
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Cultural Factors: Hegemonic Discourse

To understand the complexity of the cultural factors involved in the
phenomenon of honor killing we must focus on the hegemonic nature
of these factors. This will help us understand how these cultural
factors play an important role in the social control apparatus created
to control, dominate and subordinate women of the Middle East.
Nader (1989) uses Gramsci's definition of hegemony to explain how
these cultural factors became part of the cultural hierarchy of the
social control apparatus that lends legitimacy to the current system
ofsocial control. According to Gramsci (1971), hegemony is believed
to be a system of thoughts developed over time that tends to reflect
the interest of certain classesand groups in society, therefore, making
them universal ideas. These ideas or "dogmas" are produced and
reproduced through the work of a specific group in society, "The.
Intellectual Elites." Through societal consent these"dogmas" became
part of the social control apparatus, Gramsci's form of hegemony is
created and maintained though consent rather than using coercion,
force or any form of state domination. In other words, society has
accepted these "dogmas" due to the brilliant work of "The Intellectual
Elites." Gramsci's model of hegemony reflects power dynamics or
"dogmas" passed from top to bottom from "The Intellectual Elites"
to the uneducated masses. Foucault, however, has a different idea or'
conception of hegemony (Ritzer, 2000, 1996; Wallace & Wolf, 1999).

Foucault and Gramsci (Ritzer, 200, 1996 and Foucault, 1982), are
interested in understanding the process by which "dogmas" are
universalized and accepted by the members of a given society.
However, Foucault focuses on the ideas of power and truth that he
considers to be important elements of hegemony. In essence,
hegemonic discourse is accomplished when values and beliefs are
universalized, created and recreated. What is interesting about
hegemonic dynamics is that certain conceptions of reality and cultural
practices become dominate, therefore restricting any alternative
conceptions of reality as long as they do not fit the agenda or the
interest of a specific class or segment of a society. This process
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reflects the struggle between truth and power. The end result of
the hegemonic discourse dynamics is that certain conceptions of
reality become the foundation of the cultural practices of the
society as-whole. Therefore, making these cultural practices the
norm and any deviation is considered unacceptable behavior
(Ritzer, 2000, 1996; Glazer & Abu Ras, 1994; Nader, 1989; and
Foucault, 1982). Foucault and Gramsci's ideas of hegemonic
discourse can help us understand gender dynamics and cultural
practices that facilitated and lend legitimacy to the current code
of honor practiced in the Middle East.

Femininity and Masculinity: Hegemonic Discourse

Gender dynamics in the Middle East reflect the powerful grip sexism
as an ideology has on the society as whole. Feminist scholars from
the west and the non-western world, have theorized as to how this
ideology was created, maintained, by whom and why? Therefore, the
ambiguity surrounding this process is clarified and essentially seen as
a power struggle. Hegemony and ideology furthered the creation of
a reality and truth that is aimed at benefiting a certain segment of
society so as to control its interest and at the same time manage to
keep the rest of society subordinate (Baker, Gregware, & Cassidy,
1999; Johnson, 1997; Chafetz, 1990; Millet, 1970, Ortner, 1978,
Schneider, 1971). The question to address is how the realities of
masculinity and femininity allowed for the creation of a system of
socialcontrol composed of cultural practices including shame, scandal,
gossip and, most importantly, family honor and honor killing.

According to Kandiyoti (1988), masculinity and femininity as
understood and practiced in the Middle East created two sets of
realities, one characterized by dominance and control while the other
characterized by submissiveness and sexual purity. Masculinity
constitutes an achieved status; men have to work: constantly to protect
and achieve a higher status of masculinity. On the other hand,
femininity is an ascribed status with predetermined traits, obligations
and set of rules that women have no choice but to accept the reality
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that is being imposed on them by the culture, specifically by the
male patriarchal and patrilineal culture of the Middle East.

Femininity entails negative cultural traits for women in the Middle
East. It involvesa set of rules,duties and obligation that limit women's
chancesand access to important societalresources, therefore rendering
them powerless and weak in the faceof cultural struggles. An integral
part of this constructed reality is that in which women's sexual
identities are defined and regulated by the patriarchal culture of the
Middle Eastern society. Virginity and sexual purity is expected of
women in the Middle East of all ages and social status, married and
single. A powerful system of social control was created to protect
the sexual purity of women in the Middle East. This system involves
factors such as shame, scandal and gossip aimed at protecting the
prestigious status of the patrilineal family. This system. of social
control puts the burden on women in protecting their own sexual"
purity. Hshame is brought to the family then, women are to blame;
this shame occurs even if their male counterparts raped them, lending
to the ideology of blaming the victim. (Baker, Gregware, & Cassidy,
1999;"The Price of Honor," 1999,]anuary 18).

Honor Killing and Family Honor: A Sociological Analysis

Family honor and codes of honor, serve as important functions in
protecting the social status and standing of the family in their
community. Family honor is used to protect the economic interest
of the family within the competitive society of the Middle East. "Thus
honor can be thought of as the ideology of a property holding grollp
which struggles to define, enlarge, and protect its patrimony in a
competitive arena" (P. Schneider, 1969InJ. Schneider, 1971,page 2).
What Schneider is referring to is the code of honor used by one
group, males, to protect its interest and advance its property holding
since property is what defines the social status of the family in the
Middle East.
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Then why is it that such responsibility falls on the shoulders of
women of the Middle East? This is a valid question to raise, and
the answer lies in the fact that it is of great interest for the Middle
Eastern family to be large and, at the same time, protect its lineage.
Therefore, the female's reproductive function can fulfill this
obligation by women maintaining their sexual purity. The code
of honor as boundary maintenance for the family allows it to
define, protect and maintain its boundary in the confusing and
loosely organized culture of the Middle East. The code of honor
encourages feelings of unity and loyalty to the groups.

The Functions of Gossip

Gossip is at the center of a family's code of honor. Once shame
threatens the family's honor, it becomes a concern of the entire
community and not just the family. Therefore, the family ispressured
through the continuation of gossip to take the necessary steps to
purify or "purge" its honor. This results in restoring the family's
social standing in the neighborhood and the community. From a
structural functionalist perspective, gossip serves to unify the
community and establish stability and order that are essential to the
survival of the family and society. Gossip, scandal and shame from
the Durkhemian sense functions to clarify cultural and normative
boundaries for the society as a whole. Gossip is a tool used by
community members to spread the unpleasant reality or truth that a
certain family's honor has been tarnished, and therefore a family's
social and prestigious status is in danger. This is sometimes referred
to as "losing face". Gossip then becomes a tool used to remind the
family of its shame (Gluckman, 1963;Campbell, 1964;Kressel, 1981;
Gilmore, 1987; Accad, 1991; Lansky, 1995; Turner, 1995). Ginat (1979)
further states that violence againstwomen will only occur ifher illicit
sexual activities become public knowledge. Once the illicit sexual
activities become public knowledge, the community will exert
tremendous pressure on the family to correct the situation, which is
sometimes referred to as "saving face." Therefore, public accusation
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leadsto violence against the woman who stained the family honor
by bringing shame to it.

Next, the focusshifts to discussingthe ideological roots of cultural
practice of honor killing and the ideology of sexismthat allowed for
the patriarchal, patrilinealandpatrilocalfamilyto flourishand become
the dominant economic and social institution in the Middle East.
The ideology of sexism is to be blamed directly for the ambivalent
approach the state and its supporting social control apparatus,
including the criminal justicesystem, have taken in regard to honor
killing. Some experts perceive this ambivalent attitude as an
ideologically motivated and carefully constructed move to not
challengethe existingstatus quo supported by old traditional beliefs
and cultural practices that haveexistedfor decades (Baker, Gregware,
& Cassidy, 1999; Alonso, 1995; Derne, 1994; Glazer& Abu Ras, 1994).
Sexism as an ideology has influenced, facilitated, and even lended
legitimacy to existing penal codes regarding honor killing which
continue to bepracticed in the MiddleEastwith little or no challenge
at by the citizens of the Middle East, with the exception of the few
challenges raisedby feminist activists struggling to protect women's
lives(Ruggi,1998). Let us examine the ideological implications of a
selectedsample of these penal codes.

Honor Killing and the Law

The followingexcerptofpenal codesis taken from the Equality Now
Organization's report in July, 1999,entitled "Why equality now?"
Article 548from the Syrian penal code states:

1. He who catches his wife or one of his ascendants,
descendants or sister committing adultery (flagrante
delicto) or illegitimate sexual acts with another and he
killed or injured one or both of them benefits from an
exemption of penalty ("Why Equality Now?" 1999,]uly,

p.8).
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The abovepenal codeisa flagrant disregard for human life and what is
interesting is that the state is allowing this code to exist on the book;
therefore, it can beconsidered a form ofstatecrimein defense offamily
honor. The statehasthe power to eradicate injustice but rather decides
to lend legitimacy and legal support for a violent and unjust cultural
practice. What iscommunicated in the abovepenalcodeisthat having
honor ismore important than a human life, and henceit isa necessary
evil to sacrifice human lives, usually innocent women, for the sake of
protectingfamilyhonor. In theend,afamily's status isrestored, though
notcompletely. Anotherissue raised bythispenalcodeis whatisreferred
to assuperior/inferior setsof values and beliefs which work to further
enhance the sexist ideology of the patriarchal, patrilineal and patrilocal
orientationof the Middle Easternfamily and specifically, andsocietyin
general.

Another example ofpenal code is taken from Jordan, penal code no.
16, 1960which states the following:

Article 340. He who discovers his wife or one of his
female unlawful, committing adultery with another, and
he kills, wounds, or injures one or both of them, is exempt
from any penalty. He who catches his wife, or one of his
female ascendants or descendants or sisters with another
in an unlawful bed and he kills or wounds or injures one
or both of them, benefits from a reduction of penalty"

("Why Equality Now?" 1999,]uly, pp. 7-8).

First, one should notice the similarity both codes (Article 548from
the Syrian penal code and Article 340 from the Jordan penal code)
share in terms of legal terminology and the type of punishment
rendered, if an}', when dealing with honor killing. The message
communicated in the previouspenal codesisthat family honor must
be protected at any cost, even if innocent lives are sacrificedin the
process. A subtle and deadly hidden agenda is communicated
through the above penal codes,and possiblystressedin the countless
penal codesnot discussed here, that honor killing hasa Durkhemian
function of restoring the family's morality since it was shattered by
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shame and scandal. It is a "plea" to restore morality and at the
same time conform to the moral principles of sexual purity and
virginity (Kressel, 1981).

In an updated report by the Equality Now Organization, titled "Why
Equity Now?," published in November of 1999,several illustrative
examples were given, reflecting the state's refusal to reform its existing
penal codes regarding honor killing. A case in point isJordan, where
the parliament defeated an amendment to abolish Article 340of the
penal code that provides a reduced sentence for men who murder
their female relatives in cases of honor killing. The penal code was
perceived to be a discriminatory law that needed to be repealed and
removed permanently from the systems of penal codes. In September
1999, a draft law amending this provision was submitted to the
parliament with the proper petition and signatures required by Jordan
law, collected by group of activists from all walks of life-journalists,
lawyers and educators. A storm of challenges and opposition erupted
in the Jordanian Parliament, and the challenges were centered on the
followingtheme:

Several members of parliament, however, organized
opposition to the amendment. Mahmoud Kharabsheh, a
member of the House Legal Affairs Committee, was
quoted as saying the amendment was "an invitation to
obscenity," and that females are the ones who take the
initiative and demonstrate consent to committing

adultery" ("Why Equality Now?" 1999,November, p. 2).

Mr. Kharabsheh was able to collect signatures from 27 parliament
members who shared his views and on November 21, 1999, the
amendment was defeated with only one parliament member who
spoke on behalf of it. Meanwhile, women in Jordan continue to
fall victim to honor killing. According to the Equality Now
Organization, it has been reponed in the Jordan Times that 22women
died in 1998 and more than 14 cases have been reported in 1999
("Why Equality Now?" 1999, November, p. 2). The irony is that
Mr. Kharabsheh, much like his supporters, lashed out against
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women once his authority and masculinity were challenged, as he
perceived this amendme~t would most likely do. This is a typical
response taken by men who feel that shame threatens their
masculinity that they constantly had to work on to achieve (Baker,
Gregware, & Cassidy, 1999;Johnson, 1997; Turner, 1995; Kandiyoti,
1988). This archaic notion of family honor, with its structural
functionalist orientation, Durkhemian sense of morality, and the
"plea for renewed adherence to norms" pointed out by Kressel (1981),
have to be challenged because such arguments can no longer provide
legitimacy to the continuation of this archaic code of family honor
and shame. Perhaps the social conflict theory of gender dynamics
will offer a sound argument that will address the unjust and
discriminatory nature of the code of honor and any existing laws
used to dominate, exploit and control women in the Middle East.

Recommendations

The stand I take in regard to honor killing is influenced by the great
works of feminist scholars such as Andrea Dworkin, Catherine
McKinnon and Mary Daly, to name a few. In my opinion, social
conflict analysis provides arguments that would allow us to perceive
this code of honor and various unjust cultural practices in a different
light. From a social conflict perspective, gossip is a tool of
exploitation used by the powerful elites in order to enforce
conformity to the existing cultural norms surrounding female
sexuality. The dangerous reality surrounding gossip, scandal, shame
and honor killing need to be exposed and challenged by the society
as a whole, not just by the feminist activists, who are struggling
alone against the powerful cultural ideologies of the system of social
control. The Middle Eastern society needs t9 follow the Western
world model that involves the following steps used in dealing with
domestic violence: First, breaking the walls of silence, or better said,
eliminating the conspiracy of silence. Second, treating these forms
of family aggression as horrific crimes punishable by stiffer sentences.
And finally, changing the existing laws (penal codes) so as to
provide protection for women against family aggression. This is
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a long road to travel and activists cannot do it alone. The state, the
powerful elite and its supporting social control apparatus need to
join in the struggle to change existing dangerous cultural attitudes
a-nd practices of honor killing because women's lives are valuable
and deserve to be protected (Baker, Gregware & Cassidy, 1999;"The
Price of Honor," 1999,]anuary 18; Glazer & Abu Ras, 1994). The
author argues that the Middle Eastern culture could learn from the
Western Model. What is desperately needed in the Middle East is a
public campaign to bring attention to the horrific crimes of honor
killing while forcing the Middle Eastern clliture to question the
legitimacy of such crimes against women. According to social
conflict experts, honor killing is used to further the interests of the
patriarchal, patrilineal and patrilocal society of the Middle East.
Social conflict analysis constructs a different reality of gender
dynamics that emphasizes the continuation of the struggle for power
at all levels-political, economic, social and even personal.

This struggle for power is reflected in the way society constructs
the appropriate gender roles for men and women. Femininity and
masculinity as constructed and integrated into society give men
complete power and control and, at the same time, take power away
from women and impose a reality on women which they had no
part in constructing or are even allowed to challenge, rendering
them powerless. Family aggression, including honor killing and
domestic violence, best illustrates this oppressive reality women fall
victim to and continue to struggle to change despite the obstacles
they face being powerless.

The ideologicalstruggle for power facilitated the propaganda behind
the conspiracy of silence used to cover and keep secret all forms of
family aggression, including domestic violence, honor killing and
marital rape. This conspiracy of silence is reflected by the fact that
there are no unified crime reports and data on honor killing that is
desperately needed by feminist activists. This conspiracy of silence
has even impacted me. I was hesitant to take on this research project
for fear of reprisal from my family. I decided I could no longer
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participate in this conspiracy of silence; honor killing needs to be
exposed, challenged and eventually eradicated from the fabric of
Middle Eastern culture. It is my duty and obligation to my sisters
in the Middle East.
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Abstract

At thepeak ofitsprominence, thePromise Keepershadattractedcriticism
[roln manyquarters: More recently, this£?i.'angeliu,1Ilrlen5movementhas
stntggledtoretain thevisibilityitonceenjoyed. Using insightsfrom cul
turaltheory, Ianalyzeaselect sample ofbest-selling men5manuals
repnsentingvanousadoicegenresuuhin thismovement: Ia1gttethatPK
genderdiscourseshaoegicen rise tofourefuangelicalarchetypesofgodly
manhood' theRationalPatriarch{traduional masculinuyi; theExpres
siceEgalitarian{men5liberationismi; the Tender Warrior(poeticized
lnanbood), andthej~'1ulticultllralj\;fan{interracial lntlSCulinity). 1explore
bot»PKluminariesutilizetuo rbetoricaldeoce-diaosn»tackingand
genderedmetaphors-tornantlgethetensumsandcontradictions thatsur
facewitbin andamongtbesediscourses: TbeearcbeypeenablethePromise
Keepers todefinetbemsehxsuabreferencetootberne»socialrnotements.
klltltipledepictionsofgodly manhoodcontributedtothe rapidriseofthis
evangeliatlmen5mocementdunngthe199a-,andmaybeonesourceofits
recentdecline
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